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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on our experience of teaching Requirements Engineering for undergraduate students. It is well known, the obstacles educators have in teaching requirements engineering. These obstacles are related to the very nature of requirements engineering: a multidisciplinary field that deals with both computer science and social sciences concepts. Teaching requirements engineering just with problems descriptions, as a basis for the construction of requirements specifications or requirements models, misses the point. Educators should also provide students with ways of gathering client information. However, to be effective in this regard, there is the need that students interact with clients. Our pedagogical strategy is designed to tackle these challenges. Notwithstanding, we need to have feedback about the strategy, which lead to the design of an assessment to gauge the efficacy of our pedagogical strategy. We, describe the strategy, stress its novelty in facing the challenges, and provide assessment results over 3 semesters.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computer and Information Science Education] D.2.1 [Requirements/Specification]

General Terms
Requirements elicitation, requirements engineering education, creativity, pedagogic strategy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Requirements Engineering (RE) has been, since its creation, concerned with its interdisciplinary characteristic; an example is the work of Sommerville et al. [1]. Requirements elicitation strategies are usually derived from social sciences [2], and this can be a barrier for people with a computer science background.

RE courses have the difficult task to design an approach to convey RE concepts, which must encompass practical experience. Literature reports on strategies that are able to pair students with industry [19] [20], but attaining this setting is non-trivial. Role-playing is a collaborative strategy applied in many teaching strategies due to resource, financial, and time constraints [3][4] [28]. In these strategies, different roles are to be assumed by students and instructors in order to enact practical experience.

Another problem discussed in RE courses is concerned with reliance on problem description, as noted by Sikkel and Daneva [5], “in our educational system it is institutionalized that students get a 'perfect' problem description”. This approach hinders important aspect of requirements engineering education, mainly those related to elicitation, which involves collaboration and different types of dialogues. As such, practical experience is key to conveying the theoretical aspects of elicitation. Sedelmaier and Landes [6] also mention this problem: the "on the silver tray" misconception usually held by students regarding requirements.

In this paper, we explore a novel role-playing approach using groups of undergraduate students and instructors (lecturer and graduate students). Instructors, besides lecturing, play the role of consultants. Whereas each group of students plays the role of three types of companies: a startup, a requirements construction, management (G4), and an auditing one. We describe the overall goals of our strategy at Section 2. Section 3 focus on our role-playing problem-based approach. Section 4 explains the assessment performed using several elicitation techniques. Section 5 situates our strategy with related work. We conclude at Section 6 comparing our assessment with our pedagogical goals.

2. GOALS
The goals we want to achieve are summarized below (Table 1).

These goals are set around the 5W2H¹ as to address the issues of elicitation (G1, G2), modeling (G2), analysis (G3), and management (G2, G4) in requirements engineering. In particular, with G1, we address the difficulty that clients have in defining what is needed. This goal is important for students, as they need to understand the intricacies of elicitation ("silver tray" [6]), whereas the completeness fallacy, the existence of different viewpoints, and the lack of well established needs permeates the task of understanding what is to be built. With G4, we address management with an emphasis in collaboration both within the requirements team, but also with clients and consultants.

¹ http://amazinggg.blogspot.com.br/2006/05/what-is-5w1h-or-5w2h-framework.html
To reach these goals the undergraduate course has 60 hours in a semester (2 classes of 2 hours per week). We allocate these hours in three parts: traditional lectures with weekly group exercises, a project-based assignment, and assessment. As such, our strategy has to deal with different resources and different pedagogy techniques. We detail these in the following Section.

3. THE STRATEGY
Our strategy is influenced by the concept of Pedagogy Transparency [7], which believes that: "... transparency seeks an environment where goals are open and teaching methods aims consensus by focusing on learner participation and feedback arising from his/her participation." The works of Freire [8] and Gal'perin [9] have influenced this concept.

The course has three parts: traditional lectures, project-based learning, and feedback assessments. This course has been applied in three semesters: 14-1 (27 students), 14-2 (10 students) and 15-1 (20 students) with one senior instructor and four assistants. The course is offered to junior/senior undergraduate students, in either computer science, computing engineering, or in information systems. The instructor delivers the classes and handles the exercises. The assistants, graduate students (some with industrial experience), act as consultants during the project and handle the assessment. The instructor also acts as a consultant.

Grading is based on the exercises, on the individual exam after the lecture part and on the final project document. Grading is independent of the assessment part.

3.1 LECTURES
Considering project-based approaches limitations, Mills and Treagust [10] say, "many topics must be learned in a certain order, because missing essential parts will result in failure to learn later concepts. This problem will be hard for a student to correct, no matter how good their metacognitive skills". We concur with this consideration. To tackle the problem, our approach gives lectures in the first half of the course (8 weeks)

Lectures use two supporting materials: an on-line book [11] and a blog [12] with the syllabus, the schedule and annotations for each week of class. Becker's [2] book is also used to support the elicitation part. Each week the students, as a group, have to do an exercise based on the material given in class. An example of such exercise is using the tool Atlas-Ti [13], or building i* models [18]. Lectures cover requirements elicitation; requirements modeling, requirements analysis, and requirements management (see Section 2).

3.2 Project-Based Learning
In the second part of the course (8 weeks), lecture time is used by teams to work together and/or with consultants mentoring the project. These sessions start with general directions about what need to be done, including team formation. Students organize their own teams, within a limit (max (6), min (3)) of students per team. Teams will play three roles: client, builder, and auditor. Each team's role corresponds to one company. So, if a classroom has 4 teams (as the 14-1 class), there will be 12 companies. Each team should provide one executive summary per company with name, portfolio and staff. Figure 1 shows the interactions in the case of 4 teams.

Each client team has to come up with an idea that will demand software support. The instructor gives an overview of the concept of Startup [14] and encourages the students to have ideas that could be a future business. These ideas would be the drive for the client team2, who will need a software system to support the business. The client team has to produce an initial document (one page) describing the company and the desired product, this document is free format, no templates. The ideal situation is that a team could see this exercise as a real opportunity to have an idea of a killer application. As such, creativity techniques, as noted by Grube and Schmid [17], play a role in this context.

Each builder team has to elicit the needs of the client team and build the requirements for the software that will support the ideas of the client team. Audit teams act in the quality control part of the project by inspecting [15] the models produced by a builder team.

The interactions among the teams (Figure 1) is fundamental for the strategy. Therefore, during a class with 4 teams, one team will have the opportunity to work together with two different teams. In Figure 1, for instance, Team A is the builder for Team B and Team C is the auditor for Team A. As such, there is an emphasis on collaborating with other groups of students, which helps the achievement of G4 (Table 1).

Figure 1 Interaction among Builders, Clients, and Auditors
The project-based process is summarized by the SADT (Structured Analysis and Design Technique) model [16] built with the objective of describing the process from the viewpoint of the educators. The SADT diagram (Figure 2) is composed by the activities of CREATE, ELICIT, MANAGE, MODEL and AUDIT3. Stakeholders (clients), constrained by project-based learning and creativity skills CREATE, producing needs. Builders

---

Table 1 Pedagogical Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Students should learn the difficulties of being a client, that is, having trouble to define what they need as a product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Students should learn to elicit where, when, what and why the clients (who) needs, experiencing with real situations, and using requirements techniques to define how and for how much they can build the product (the requirements).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Students should learn about quality control, experiencing the verification process using inspection (“auditors”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Students should learn how to manage a project, defining when the activities will be developed, who will be responsible for each activity, and how much effort will be demanded. Students should also learn how to interact with consultants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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---

2 Defining a Startup business is the core strategy to achieve goal G1.

3 The activities are aligned with the goals (Table 1)
and Stakeholders consuming needs and constrained by RE theory, question and plan ELICIT, producing traces and concept maps. Builders consuming needs and using inspection reports, RE theory, traces and plan MANAGE, producing plan and history. Builders constrained by inspection reports, concept maps, plan and RE theory MODEL, producing traces, requirements statements and RE models. Auditors and builders constrained by plan, RE models and Fagan inspection AUDIT, producing inspection reports.

Figure 2 SADT- The Overall Project-Based Learning Process

To better explain roles and positions that a student (agent) passes through during this part of the semester, we model the situation as an i* actor diagram [18].

Figure 3 i* actor diagram

There are three main actors in our approach: the instructor, undergraduate students, and graduate students. Undergraduate students’ positions (Figure 3) are: Client member who is responsible to idealize the system or mobile app needs; Builder member who is responsible for building the requirements through eliciting, modeling, analyzing (V&V) and managing tasks, with the aim to create the requirements document.; and Auditor who is responsible to verify models through checklist inspection. The bottom of Figure 3 shows the roles covered by each position. This actor structure is central to achieve the goals (Table 1), since students will need to play those roles, and each role is related to the capabilities needed for a requirements engineer.

Instructor and graduate students play the role of consultants, who provide guidance to builder and auditor companies.

As a customer, the Startup Client Team has to explain, as best as possible, the high-level needs they had for their app or software product to the builders. The Client Team strives for something new and innovative. We, as consultants, perceived that they freely selected the following creative techniques [17]: brainstorming, different perspectives and random input.

On the other hand, the builders company (Req. Building Team) produces a description of its profile, and the expertise of its members, to sell them as a company. Then, they were asked to consult several sources of information for the startup requirements, and to create minute’s reports when information was gathered from clients. After an initial contact with the Startup team, the builders proposed an overall plan with milestones and a budget proposal. This planning should contain a task-oriented
plan for the remaining 8 weeks. After the client approval, the project started, following the plan. Builders were also asked to freely choose the techniques taught in the first part of classes. They have to use three elicitation and three modeling languages. Modeling could be performed after the basic facts are elicited, or may be in parallel with elicitation. During the process, they were asked to keep the trace of artifacts and to produce meeting minutes, which will be used for tracking the evolution of knowledge. After models are available, the builder team hires the audit company to check the models. The report produced by the audit team will be used as feedback as to improve the builder's models.

In the analysis activity, the builder teams practiced verification strategies, with revisions. The audit company performed inspection using Fagan inspections [15] with preparation, reading, meetings, rework, and reassessment. Fagan inspection of models was based on pre-defined checklists elaborated by the instructor. Finally, they were asked to produce the list (following the IEEE standard) of functional, non-functional and inverse requirements [11] for the required product.

During the process, consultants provide advice as needed: helping with templates of documents (if asked), revising and proposing improvements in the artifacts, helping with the doubts or to validating the work being done. Each team had a consultant, who besides assisting the team also uses observation techniques to gather facts about the process.

The activities (Figure 2) explain the workflow performed in this part of the course. Elicitation used techniques such as meetings, questionnaires, interviews, observation, documents reading, reverse engineering, and reuse. In order to perform the modeling activity, the students could choose, among others, the following: scenarios, language extended lexicon, entity-relationship model, data flow diagram, SADT, and *.

3.3 Packing the strategy
To facilitate the reuse of the strategy, we listed the overall activities that actors (students, graduate students, and instructor) have to play in enacting the strategy. A list of 14 items is packed in four parts: plan, do, control, act (PDCA). Plan: 1) Define teams (companies), 2) Explain roles, 3) Define and explain the project-based strategy, 4) Pair consultants with companies, 5) Create a business idea (that needs software), 6) Choose elicitation techniques 7) Choose model languages, Do: 8) Elaborate schedule with activities, 9) Organize information in a proposal, 10) Execute the schedule, Control: 11) Manage the activities in schedule (track), 12) Execute verification (reading, meeting), Act:13) Prepare a list with defects for model rework, 14) Prepare the final document to be delivered to clients.

We believe that this list may help other courses inherit some of our ideas, making the proper adjustments with respect to each particular context.

4. ASSESSMENT USING ELICITATION TECHNIQUES
The third part of the course is the assessment part. This is another way of providing feedback [19] [20] to the stakeholders involved, and improving our pedagogic approach. During the application of the strategy over time, we evolved our assessment incorporating more elicitation techniques, as to improve our fact gathering. Table 2 maps the techniques and the semester they were applied.

For each of the following Subsection, we analyze the results of each of the fact gathering used. The results are shown for each semester. As the questionnaires had open and closed questions, we have used quantitative analysis, and, for further explanation, qualitative ones.

4.1 E-mail Questionnaire
The e-mail questionnaire was developed in our first experience with the strategy. During 2014-1, we as graduate students and the instructor built this questionnaire according to our observations as consultants, and applying a collaborative approach 3C [21].

The e-mail questionnaire [24], a set of quantitative and qualitative questions, was provided to students via Google Forms. We consider this method an efficient way to reach the students, easily and quickly as to collect the most answers as possible.

At the end of all semesters, and after the instructor gave the final grade, an e-mail was sent inviting students to give us impressions about the pedagogical approach. The e-mail gently invites students to answer the questionnaire stressing that their participation was not mandatory. We did not track answers; we designed the questionnaire and its application as to be impossible to identify respondents.

At first, it was difficult to collect answers of classes, but we kept sending more e-mails trying to motivate students to collaborate with the consultants. We provided a link to our questionnaire and gave them a deadline to reply. For three times we extended deadline to obtain more answers. In all classes, we got answers for about half of participants, with the following ratios (students/answers): 14-1(27/22), 14-2(10/5), and 15-1 (20/9).

The aim of this questionnaire is to catch the student’s point of view about the role-playing approach, issues and obstacles they faced. We designed the questionnaire with 14 quantitative questions related to assuming different roles, and 2 qualitative questions about weakness and strengths of the approach. The questionnaires as well as the results are available at [24]. The questionnaire was designed to be measured using a Likert scale [22]. In a question, each possible response is a statement valued in the range from very poor to excellent. Only one answer is allowed and the respondent has to choose the best choice that fits his comprehension. Quantitative questions are divided in four clusters: (1) 6 questions about the builder role, (2) 4 questions about the client role, (3) 2 question for the auditor role, and (4) 2 questions about management. In the scale from 1 to 5 points, we valued each answer with the values of Likert scale: answer 1 is 1 point; answer 2 is 2 points until answer 5, it is mandatory to choose only one, which the respondent thinks better satisfies [23] the question.

---

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
Table 2 Map of the Requirements Elicitation techniques used for gathering facts for assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Self-Assessment as Students</th>
<th>Assessment of Final Report</th>
<th>Consultants Interventions</th>
<th>Self-Assessment as Students</th>
<th>Consultants Observations</th>
<th>Product Validation Questionaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the analysis, each question was valued by coverage: if all students marked 5 in a question, the coverage means 100%. On the other hand, the 1 scale means 0%. The Likert scale should be viewed as agreement-disagreement scale and the mapping of coverage depends on how it was applied, we choose a percentage range (100;0), with the intervals 100, 75, 50, 25, and 0. Having the coverage for each question, we created bar charts, one for each cluster, comparing the results of the 3 semesters.

Figure 4 Self-Assessment as a Requirements Builder Team

For the first group of questions related to the builder’s performance, we got results between 3 to 5 Likert points. However, the lower values for class 2014-2 in RE process draws attention. We looked for details in the questionnaire results, and this item was related to the 6th question: "How your group performed the construction of requirements?" an average value of 48%, equivalent to 3 Likert points, pointed out that most students marked the option 3: “1st Elicitation, 2nd Modelling, 3rd Inspection”. From this, we get that students did not perceive that "requirements tasks can be overlapped”, option 5.

Figure 5 relates to client performance; there, Client Experience and Client in Management draw our attention. In the first case, the corresponding question: "How did you believe the inspection task helped in the understanding of quality?" got an average of just above 3 Likert points: “It helps to understand the elicitation process”. In the second case, for 2014-2, the question: “How do you describe the experience of being a client in the management tasks carried out by the builders?” got an average answer of 3 Likert points: “the meetings were held with the presence of different people, and many questions were repetitive”, where the 5 point option was: “all members of our group had an overall clear idea of our demands, such that anyone could answer questions posed by builders in meetings”.

Figure 6 Self-Assessment in Quality Activities

The last cluster is related to performance of Roles in the group, and Roles in the management activities (Figure 7). A closer look in Roles in management shows the question: “How your group used the management functions?” with 84%, 5 Likert points with the answer: “We followed the planning, upgrading and creating traces between documents”, and 69%-76%, 4 Likert points, with the answer: “There was distribution of responsibilities and followed the planning”. However, there are no results lower than 3 Likert points, which relates to the answer: “We created minute notes for all meetings”.

---

5 “When responding to a Likert questionnaire item, respondents specify their level of agreement or disagreement on a symmetric agree-disagree scale for a series of statements. Thus, the range captures the intensity of their feelings for a given item” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale)

6 Class of 2014-2 was smaller (10 students, 2 teams) and with less interaction with consultants.
4.2 Document Reading

Document reading is an overall technique for elicitation, used when the information source is a document [11]. Different instantiations of the reading technique may be applied depending on the context. In our case, we have a series of documents produced by each group, packaged as the final report each builder team presents. Each report is comprised of minute’s notes, documents of planning, models produced, mockups, map minds, questionnaires, and interviews.

We performed the reading guided by a checklist of eleven concerns. This checklist is aligned with the e-mail questionnaire, with the intention to compare those results but from another point of view. That is, of readers of the final report.

At the end of each semester, the instructor and one of the graduate students assess the teams’ performance as Builders, Clients, Auditors, and also how well the final document is formatted (presentation). The results are available at the link [24]. The process of reading each report, combined with the assessment process, took, in average, two hours.

The first cluster of questions (Figure 8) relates to Builder performance: there, the Analysis task is the one with lower average, but increasing from the first data set (2014-1). Class of 2014-2 got better averages, which may be related to being the smallest one.

In the cluster of questions for client’s assessment (Figure 9), we got lower values for clients acting as startups, but these values improved from the 2014-1 semester. For us, this means that acting as real clients is a challenge. With respect to course content, the class of 2014-2 delivered a good description of the client companies.

The last cluster (Figure 11), related to management, also shows that we (instructors) are using the feedback to improve the strategy. One of the ways we achieved this, is making our expectations more transparent [7], and suggesting the teams to make their final projects available on the Web.
Finally, we compared the grading of the eleven concerns for each class with each class average final grade given by the instructor to the project, as a sanity check. There were no noticeable variations (Figure 12).

![Figure 12 Average Grading](image)

**Figure 12 Average Grading**

### 4.3 Consultants Observation

Each semester we took a different approach towards observation. In the class of 2014-1, as consultants, we recorded in a private blog our impressions of each team we belonged. For the class of 2014-2, we wrote our observations while performing the interview in one of the last sessions of the semester. For the class of 2015-1, we again participated more actively as consultants but without a group assigned, it was random according to our availability. Consultants were told by the instructor to write our observation every week but without observing what the other consultant wrote; then in our final session, we read all the observations. This last observation activity is part of a tech report, which is in progress while writing this work.

### 4.4 Consultants Interviews

In the class of 2014-2, we designed an interview to cope with some doubts we had from our first experience. From our observations recorded in the blog, we extracted the most common concerns. (1) We wanted to know if not having a defined problem statement was an issue for students; (2) we were concerned if the number of participants in each team was a problem, and (3) how the teams dealt with the workload. In general, the interview answers were positive; they said they felt more freedom proposing their own problem statement. However, about the concern (1) some declared, “the statement was created as client requested features”, “I had to miss a lot of classes, leaving the responsibility to the group, then they had to share the information”, “It is difficult, it generates misunderstandings on parts of the work”. As the interview had open questions, we pretend to go further on the qualitative analysis of the answers.

### 4.5 Self-Assessment of Students

For the 2015-1 semester, the instructor applied a questionnaire at the first and at the last lecture. The questionnaire had to be marked by a personal code that students had to remember until the end of the semester. This was a way of pairing questionnaires without identifying the student. We managed to pair 11 questionnaires.

![Figure 14 Question: Do you know how to use Requirements Elicitation techniques](image)

Based just in the quantitative questions, we see that most of the students improved considerably. However, 3 of them were outliers (Figure 13). Searching in the qualitative answers, we found answers that justify the outliers. Table 3 summarizes the findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Which are your expectations with the course?</th>
<th>Have your expectations for the course been met?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>“To have the necessary theory to deal with the elicitation and modeling of requirements”</td>
<td>“I expected a more intensive teaching style, with more emphasis on the concepts and more extensive and specific material”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>“I do not have much in mind”</td>
<td>“So so. I learned something, but I believe that the course lasted beyond the expected”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>“learn techniques of requirements engineering”</td>
<td>“Yes”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the second question (Figure 14), we learned that the majority of students learned requirements elicitation techniques.
To last question (Figure 15) we perceived that for some of the students, which declared knowledge in modeling at the beginning, there was no considerable improvement.

The result (Figure 16) shows that the group of 2014-2 was more critical, we assume this happened because they were just two groups in this class, so they got more time with the instructor.

4.6 Product Validation Questionnaire

After the first semester experience, we figure out that students end the semester with enough knowledge as to judge the work of the team they hired. Then, we created a questionnaire [24] so students, when receiving the product (requirements document) from the builder could assess their satisfaction as clients.

The result (Figure 16) shows that the group of 2014-2 was more critical, we assume this happened because they were just two groups in this class, so they got more time with the instructor.

5. RELATED WORK

Teaching Requirements Engineering using a non-traditional approach has a relative recent interest in RE, and articles from an industry viewpoint demands a RE profile to fit into the RE practice [23] [26]. As stated before, the main challenge is providing students with a reasonable understanding of what they may face in real projects.

Polajnar and Polajnar [4] cite two ways to create a realistic learning experience in requirements elicitation: with virtual and with real clients. Virtual stakeholder consist in use a non-present person or group who have, or not have, software engineering background and are usually acquainted with the application domain. Real clients consist in bring to course real needs of a real problem.

Zowghi and Paryani [27] were among the first applying role-playing as pedagogical tool for teaching RE through problem solving. They focused in tasks like elicitation, analysis, modelling, validation, specification and management of requirements in a way to give skills that student will need in RE practice. However, their approach differs from us in their lecture classes (content), which is in parallel to tutorial classes (real-world problem), and with respect to assessment being used as feedback for both students and instructors. In our strategy, we focus the half of the semester in traditional lectures with exercises and the last 8 weeks, we use the role-playing strategy with the Startup projects. We also believe that forming a company and not just a team provides more similitude with real projects.

Liang and Graaf [28] applied role-playing for undergraduate students and their approach is very similar to ours, with builders, clients and auditing tasks. However, they worked with a wiki to construct requirements specifications during classes and collaboratively. In our strategy the requirements specification is built as the final artifact of the role-playing.
From Mills and Treagust Work [10] they ask themselves, if a project-based learning is successful in engineering. This because, they find this kind of approaches are poorly evaluated. From our assessment, we can say that crossing results from the diverse point of views, as consultants, as interviewers, observant, and self-assessments amongst others, permitted to have a rich feedback with positive results.

Before our experience, Serrano et al. [29] performed a similar work, for the same course in 2008, in which a management point of view was taken. Serrano et al. points out that their assessment has a complexity and uncertainty for the different tasks in a role-playing, and then, they state, “It is worth mentioning that the use of different perspectives and points of view contribute for further completion of the assessment”. From this suggestion, we created several questionnaires for different moments of our approach.

The specific use of requirements elicitation techniques for assessment was adopted as a manner to get facts for what is taught and to expose students to these techniques. We found a similar approach in the work of Waters and McCracken [30] for assessment in problem-based experiences.

The work in [27] gives a richer understanding of multiple perspectives of RE and the techniques to apply for each task of RE. From our assessment, we found that students usually have a higher perception of their performance, compared of what we really see in assessment of their artifacts.

From the approach of Liang and Graaf [28] it would be useful to incorporate the bidding of projects, with the aim to stimulate the interest or commitment of the builders with the project, and the boosting of creative clients proposing attractive startup projects.

6. CONCLUSION

Comparing the pedagogical goals with the results from the e-mail questionnaire and document reading, we can say that goal #1 “Students should learn the difficulties of being a client, that is, experiencing the difficulty to define what they need as a product” was mainly achieved. From the e-mail questionnaire where students self-assessed as clients (Figure ), the values of client experience, client in elicitation and client in management, between the three get an average 73%. Those values are aligned with the client as startup (Figure ) with an average of 70%. It means that we compared what they said with what we saw in their reports. As all questionnaires are measured with the Likert scale, an average of 70% means almost 4 Likert points, equivalent to mainly achieved.

For the goal #2 “Students should learn to elicit where, when, what and why the clients (who) needs, experiencing with real situations, and using requirements techniques to define how and for how much they can build the product (the requirements)”, we can say this was mainly achieved, since any value are beyond 3 Likert points. Notwithstanding, from the student point of view (Figure ), they ranked their requirements analysis performance with an average of 81%. In contrast, we observed in their reports (Figure ) an average of 65% for analysis.

The goal #3 “The Students should learn about quality control, experiencing the verification process using inspection (“auditors”)” was partially achieved. Students ranked their performance on using inspections techniques, with an average of 79% (Figure ). In contrast, we got an average of 66% for what we saw in their reports (Figure ). For the criteria “Builder vs Auditor”, they said they got in average 83% performance. However, we got 66%. However, Figures 8 and 10 show that we are managing to improve students’ performance with regard to analysis, and particularly to a better use of inspection.

The goal #4 “Students should learn how requirements teams work, experiencing how to manage a project, defining when the activities will be developed, who will be responsible for each activity, and how much the effort will demand. Students also should learn how to interact with consultants”; was mainly achieved. The students consider they get in average 72%, between roles in group and roles in management (Figure ). Concerning what we assessed in the reports, they get an average of 73%. This goal is both assessments (questionnaire and document reading) are very similar. A 72% and 73% value is very near the 4 Likert points.

Despite the positive results, we have also gathered, from the qualitative fact-finding, some concerns. One is related to the difficulty in creating models. Another is the students’ perception that requirements management was well performed, which is not exactly the case.

It worth noting that some students complained about the lack of a problem description ("silver tray"[6]) and that the groups were too large. These two facts showed us that the design of the course was effective. First, because to tackle the elicitation challenge, students have to learn that requirements management are not there in written form [5], they have to be elicited in the building process. Second, since it brings up the awareness that, in real projects, there are several stakeholders, so large groups are frequent.

Our approach meets some of the recommendation from industry [10] by teaching notions of budgeting, estimating and defining product features. These tasks are part of the management activities we propose. Our attention to project planning, quality control, company structure, client involvement, and budgeting address most of the issues put forward by Peters and Moreno [31].

Future work will be continuing the qualitative assessment from the data that we have gathered, trying to explain some of the oddities we found in quantitative data. This semester (2015.2), we are testing a different lecture schedule, giving more emphasis on modeling, especially intentional modeling [18].
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